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Calendar
Saturday, May 13: Chapter Program “Scrapping 

Our World War II Air Force” at the 
Chapter Hangar, 0900-1100

Wednesday, May 17: Lincoln Airport Committee 
Meeting, 0930 am in the First Floor 
Meeting Room at Lincoln City Hall.

Wednesday, May 17: EAA Chapter 1541 Member 
Meeting at the Chapter Hangar; 1800 
dinner, 1830 meeting.

Saturday, May 20:  Lincoln Airport Aircraft 
Display Day, 0800-1200. 

Thursday-Monday May 25-29, 2017, Lincoln 
Powered Parachute FLY IN

Saturday, June 3 : EAA Chapter 1541 Pancake 
Breakfast and a Movie, 0800-1000. 

Wednesday, June 7: Chapter 1541 Board of 
Directors meeting at 1800, location to 
be announced.

Friday, June 9: Lincoln AirFest Golden Gala 
Dinner Dance 1800-2230.

Saturday, June 10: Lincoln AirFest at Lincoln 
Airport, 0800-1700.

In addition to the events listed above, there are pancake 
breakfasts, fly-ins and other aviation activities scheduled 
for almost every weekend throughout the area. Check 
the chapter website calendar for the most current 
information: http://eaa1541.org/events/
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Briefing Strip
The chapter is going to expand programs by • 

offering technical, educational, and historical 
presentations on various Saturday mornings at 
the chapter hangar. The first one will be held on 
Saturday, May 13. See elsewhere in the newsletter 
for upcoming programs.

The monthly membership meeting on • Wednesday, 
May 17, will be held at the chapter hangar with 
Richard Pearl presenting a program about flying 
and close encounters with pine trees.

EAA Chapter 1541 will be providing volunteer • 
support for the Lincoln AirFest to be held 
Saturday, June 10. Jim Hughes is coordinating 
our chapter volunteers. Ramp support volunteers 
will be needed. The chapter will also provide the 
pancake breakfast on Saturday morning and man a 
chapter information booth. Volunteers are needed 
also for setup on Friday, June 9.

A reminder that our EAA chapter has an available • 
group benefit with AirMedCare Network/CalStar 
that provides a very affordable air medical transport 
service plan covering participants anywhere in the 
contiguous 48 states. For more information, contact 
Ron Wright or any board member. 

EAA Chapter 1541 has started a series of • 
Saturday Fly-Outs to occur on random Saturdays 
to attend various area events. Keep an ear out for 
announcements about dates and details. Don’t have 
an airplane? Don’t let that stop you: we will try and 
arrange a ride for you with someone who does.

For the most up-to-date information, go to the website
http://eaa1541.org/

The Monthly Newsletter for EAA Chapter 1541, Lincoln, California

http://eaa1541.org/
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Newsletter 
Contributions

Please help make this newsletter better 
by contributing stories and photos that might be 
of interest to other chapter members. Perhaps 
where you flew, what you are building, or 
what you know about something. A few short 
paragraphs and a photo or two of your project 
or travels would be a great contribution. I’ll 
take care of the rest. Please email me (Scott 
Thompson) at sthompson@aerovintage.com or 
call me at 916-716-3442.

Chapter Information
Meetings: 

 Usually the third Wednesday of each month 
held at KLHM Hangar S-12. Details avail-
able at the website.

E-mail: 
 lincolneaa@hotmail.com

Website: 
 http://eaa1541.org/

Mailing address:
 EAA Chapter 1541, PO Box 1126, Lincoln,  
  CA 95648

Chapter Hangar:
 Hangar S-12, Lincoln Airport

Chapter Officers
 President:
          Ron Wright (ronpw@hotmail.com)
 Vice President:
          Tony Kasabasich (tonykasabasich@     
               yahoo.com)
 Secretary/Treasurer:
          Jim Hughes (jim.hughes1@att.net)

Chapter Board of Directors:
 Bruce Estes
 Tom Lieb
 Bob Miller
 Byron Maynard
 Bruce Robinson
 Dug Smith
 Bill Wootton

Webmaster:
 Dug Smith

Newsletter:
 Scott Thompson (916-716-3442)
 (sthompson@aerovintage.com)

Membership:
 Open to all. Chapter dues: $20 per year.

Tidbit from the
AIM

3−2−4. Class C Airspace
a. Definition. Generally, that airspace 

from the surface to 4,000 feet above the airport 
elevation (charted in MSL) surrounding those 
airports that have an operational control tower, 
are serviced by a radar approach control, and 
that have a certain number of IFR operations 
or passenger enplanements. Although the con-
figuration of each Class C airspace area is indi-
vidually tailored, the airspace usually consists 
of a 5 NM radius core surface area that extends 
from the surface up to 4,000 feet above the air-
port elevation, and a 10 NM radius shelf area 
that extends no lower than 1,200 feet up to 
4,000 feet above the airport elevation. 

http://eaa1541.org/
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EAA Chapter 1541 member Christina 
Rowlett passed away in early May from Breast 
Cancer. Our thoughts and prayers go out to her 
family. Her husband Tom and their children 
Reggie and Chloe are also members of the 
chapter.

Blast From the Past.....

Seen at the Gathering of Warbirds show at Madera in August 1985 is P-51D C-GMUS flying as “What’s Up Doc.” This 
particular P-51 was a Cavalier conversion for the USAF in 1967 in a program that never entered production. This P-51 now 
flies as N151MC, marked as “Lou IV,” with the Mid America Flight Museum at Mt. Pleasant, Texas. (Scott Thompson)
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The April Chapter Meeting...

And the May Chapter Meeting...

The April chapter meeting was held on Wednesday, April 
19, at the chapter hangar at the Lincoln airport. The meeting 

began at 1800 with a barbeque dinner with a cook team led by 
Dug Smith. At 1900, chapter president Ron Wright updated the 
members on current items of interest, followed by an short 
presentation by Richard Pearl about the Lincoln AirFest 
and what was going on with the Airport Committee. 
Afterwards, Scott Thompson did a presentation titled The 
Nuts and Bolts of Instrument Approaches that detailed 
some of the background behind IFR procedures and 
offered some tips on how VFR and IFR aircraft can 
work together to make traffic flow better and safer. 
The meeting ended at about 2030.

The May chapter meeting will be held on Wednesday, May 17, at the chap-
ter hangar at the Lincoln airport. The meeting will begin at 1800 with a dinner 
offering, followed at about 1900 with a presentation by Richard Pearl detailing 
his experiences in an off field crash landing that occurred last 
winter alongside Interstate 80 above Blue Canyon.
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On Saturday May 6th, EAA 1541 went for their first fly-out.  After cleaning up after the pancake 
breakfast, twelve of us in six aircraft (Gary Booth’s Pietenpol, Dick Rupe’s Highlander, Jim Hughes’ 
Cessna 175, Ron Wright’s Columbia, Bruce Estes’ Cessna Cardinal and Ken Schwartz’ Cessna162) flew 
out to Sutter / O52 for their monthly open hangar day. It was perfect destination for our purposes, as it’s 

a short flight, and the weather was great. They also have a barbecue lunch that was well received.  There 
was a little bit of excitement when Dick’s plane lost a cotter pin from one of the door latches, but that was 
solved with a little help from the friendly locals.

We left separately, and Jim took Lyndon (a new member) and his grandson for a trip around the 
Sutter Buttes, and Ron and Dug flew back around the East side of Beale’s airspace. If anybody has sugges-
tions for future fly-outs, please make a suggestion to Ron or Jim.

  

 

First Chapter Fly-Out Report: Sutter County on Saturday, May 6
Text and Photos by Dug Smith
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City Council approves Independence 
Development Project

The Lincoln City Council approved the 
construction of the Independence Development 
project southeast of the Lincoln Airport. The 
Independence development will include :

194 Acres of incorporated land
575 Single Family Units
13.5 acres of Park Land
The 35 acres at the southwest corner of 

the development will remain undeveloped.
During that Council meeting, the LRAA 

was afforded time to make comments regard-
ing specific issues detrimental to both pilots 
as well as the family’s that would be moving 
into that new area. The LRAA’s presentation 
Included :

The proposed development site may be 
needed as a safety buffer for “off” airport emer-
gency landings.

Aircraft departing at full power produce 
excessive noise.

The maximum traffic pattern altitude is 
1,000 feet above the ground with aircraft much 
closer to the ground than that during take off 
and crosswind operations.

Next up, The Fullerton Ranch 
Development …..  Stay tuned !

Every year, Castle Airport hosts a Radio 
Control Giant Scale fly in. This is a great oppor-
tunity to see LARGE radio control airplanes. 
There generally will be a couple of World War II 
bombers and lots of World War II fighters, many 
with wingspans of 100” or more. This event will 
also have model jets with real turbine engines, 
aerobatic aircraft with wing spans up to 1/3 scale 
of the full size aircraft, along with other inter-
esting model aircraft. Fly to Castle Airport on 

Places to Fly during Memorial Day Weekend:

 Castle Airport Giant Scale R.C. Fly In
Saturday, May 27, tell the tower  that you want 
to park by the models, and then follow the “fol-
low me” car. You will  be able to park within 
100’ of the models.  The pit area for the models 
will be over a ¼ mile long. Many food vendors 
are  available for lunch. This is a HUGE event 
for the modelers, many coming from all over the 
West Coast. I will be there and  hope to see you. 
For more information, go to www.centralcamod-
elflyers.club.    (Bruce Estes)

PILOTS AND PAWS
Pilots and paws is a non profit organiza-

tion that  coordinates volunteer flights for dogs 
and cats to  relocate them to 
a new home. I learned about 
“Pilots and Paws” thru the 
Van’s Air Force Forum.  
RV pilots have flown many 
flights for Pilotsnpaws.  
Some of these flights are 
several hundred miles long. 
Pilots coordinate with other 

pilots to fly legs of the long flights so an animal 
can be transported several hundred miles. Go to 
http://www.pilotsnpaws.org/ to learn more about 
this great organization.  (Bruce Estes)

From the Lincoln Regional Aviation Association 
website (http://lraa.aero/):

http://www.centralcamodelflyers.club
http://www.centralcamodelflyers.club
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Coming Soon to an Airport Near You
Lincoln AirFest

June 9-10, 2017
Mark your calendars for Friday and 

Saturday, June 9-10, for the Lincoln AirFest. 
Expanding on the success of the event held in 
2016, the 2017 AirFest include an airshow on 
Saturday that will feature numerous noted 
aerobatic performers and formation teams. Hot 
air balloons, powered parachute demonstrations, 
a USAF parachute team, and military aircraft 
flybys are scheduled. Also on the agenda is the 
Golden Gala Dinner Dance to be held between 
6:00 pm and 10:30 pm Friday evening at the 
Ryan hangar at the Lincoln Airport. 

The AirFest is being organized by 
the Lincoln Regional Airport Foundation in 

cooperation with the city of Lincoln. A growing 
group of corporate and community sponsors 
have signed on to make the AirFest happen.

Besides the airshow, there will be a large 
static display of aircraft, food and drink vendors, 
and a variety of programs. 

This will be another opportunity to feature 
the Lincoln airport to the local community and 
the region at large. EAA Chapter 1541 will be 
supporting the event, as it did last year, with 
AirFest volunteer teams and a pancake breakfast 
to be held on Saturday morning. The chapter will 
also have an information booth. More details can 
be found at http://lincolnairfest.com

Places to Fly during Memorial Day Weekend:

http://lincolnairfest.com
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A Brief History of the 
Tilt Rotor Aircraft

by Martin Maisel
(photos as credited)

Part 2 - The XV-3

Before the Transcendental Model 1-G 
tilt rotor demonstrator aircraft was destroyed, 
and prior to it accomplishing conversion the 
from helicopter mode to airplane forward flight, 
Bob Lichten, chief engineer of that project, had 
accepted an offer of employment from the Bell 
Helicopter Company. The offer was too good to 
refuse - Bell had offered Lichten access to the 
technological and financial resources of one of 
the world’s leading helicopter companies to fur-
ther the development of the tilt rotor aircraft. Bell 
subsequently obtained the rights to Haviland 
Platt’s patent of the “Convertible Aircraft.”

In 1953, under Lichten’s leadership, Bell 
won an Army- and Air Force-funded Convertible 
Aircraft Program contract to develop two dem-
onstrator tilt rotor flight vehicles. The aircraft, 
designated the XV-3, began its flight test pro-
gram in 1955 but experienced severe vibrations 
during partial conversion to the airplane mode.

During a test flight on October 25, 1956 the 
severe vibrations caused the pilot to lose control. 
The resulting crash destroyed the aircraft and 
seriously injured the pilot.

An intensive analytical and experimen-
tal investigation was initiated by industry and 
Government researchers with the goal of under-
standing and resolving the unpredicted vibrations 
and airframe oscillations. The research revealed 
an aeroelastic instability that involved the rotor, 
the pylon (rotor support and shaft structure) and 
the wing. The rotor, when subjected to non-axial 
inflow at higher speeds, created large eccentric 
forces that deflected the pylon and wing. The 
deflections grew until the elastic structure sprung 
back, starting the cycle over again. These deflec-
tions and oscillations could increase and become 
divergent with increasing airspeeds and could 
ultimately destroy the aircraft. (This aeroelas-
tic phenomenon – sometimes referred to as a 
“whirl-mode instability” was also responsible 
for the in-flight losses of some early Lockheed 
L-188 Electra aircraft).

The Bell XV-3, initial configuration. (Bell Photograph 
210021) 

Aeroelastic Instability- Induced Crash of the XV-3, 
October 25, 1956. (Bell Photograph 217259) 

Further research led to the development of 
new rotor designs and pylon/wing structures that 
were predicted to be aeroelastically stable well 
beyond the aircraft’s performance capabilities. 
After significant modifications, full conversion to 
the airplane mode was accomplished but the per-
formance of the XV-3 was very poor. 
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A wind tunnel test of the modified XV-3 
in the NASA Ames 40-by-80 foot wind tun-
nel verified the aeroelastic stability resolution. 
However, that aircraft was damaged during the 
test due to the failure of a transmission casing. 
The aircraft was eventually restored and is cur-
rently on display at the National Museum of the 
United States Air Force in Dayton, Ohio.

While advocates continued to support the 
concept, the XV-3 did little to convince others 
of the value of the tilt rotor. The P&W Wasp 

Junior-powered XV-3’s hover performance was 
so poor that it could only lift one pilot (with no 
additional payload) and, in the airplane mode, 
could only fly at 115 knots level (155 knots in 
a dive) – when helicopters of the day could do 
much better.  

Furthermore, the handling qualities were 
poor and flight operations were unduly complex 
(a gear-change device was used to reduce the 
rotor speed in the airplane mode to “improve” 
performance). Not even the advocates of the 
concept could consider the XV-3 an effective 
demonstrator of the capabilities of the tilt rotor 
aircraft.

The XV-3 provided proof that the tilt rotor 
was a viable concept would be years away.

XV-3 Rotor/Pylon/Wing Aeroelastic Stability Wind 
Tunnel Test. (NASA ARC-1966-A-37017)

XV-3 in airplane-mode flight, December 1958  (U.S. 
Army photo, image is in the public domain)

Bell Helicopter Textron XV-3 in the Research & Development Gallery at the National Museum of the U.S. Air Force. 
(U.S. Air Force photo by Ken LaRock)
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Saturday, May 13th Chapter 1541 Program

Scrapping Our World War II Air Force

This is the first in a new series of Saturday programs put on Chapter 1541 to be held, generally, 
on the second and/or fourth Saturdays of each month. It is the chapter intent to provide some new 
and interesting programs that cover technical, educational, or historical subjects of interest to chapter 
members and guests. This first program will be begin at 0900 with coffee and muffins and hangar flying 
until 0930, when an hour long presentation will begin. It should all wrap up by 1030 or so, with time for 
more hangar flying afterwards. Spread the word and plan on attending. In the works for future programs: 
NORCAL Approach and You; Flying A Bay Area Tour; How to Love Your Airplane Electrical System, 
and more.... Contact Scott Thompson with ideas and feedback. 

So, just what do you do with 64,000 airplanes that nobody really wants?

Find out how we answered that question after World War II

Presented by Scott Thompson
Saturday, May 13, 0900-1100 at the Chapter Hangar


